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The relationship between the two principal characters in PVT CHAT, Jack (Peter Vack) and Scarlett

(Julia Fox) begins out of pure necessity for transaction. Jack, an online gambler, slowly gains

feelings for Scarlet, a sex worker. Writer/Director Ben Hozie takes us through a journey that

shows the audience that appearances aren’t always what they seem. That if you’re willing to dig

deeper behind the mask, there are intricacies that make us who we are. Also, the movie sets out

to break down the shame of sexual pleasure and the myth of what sex workers embody as a

whole.

Shot during January-February 2018, PVT CHAT may feel as poignant in the current time because of

our change in interactions. More than ever, we rely on things like Zoom and FaceTime, even dating

apps to �nd some connection. Even one that purely online could turn into something

concrete. We spoke to Hozie about the �lm, how relationships can develop through electronic

devices, and how he wanted to invoke a sex-positive image in his �lm,

Spoilers for the �lm ahead!

Jack is an online gambler. At �rst, he has a monetary relationship with Scarlett, who is an
online sex worker. It progresses into something more than that. In some ways,
relationships can become stronger through constant conversation. I know PVT CHAT wasn’t
made with the current state of things in mind, but do you see the evolution of how we
connect to each other? 

Ben: Yeah, de�nitely. I actually think things were already this way, or that people were already

living more and more online. We’re going to be living more and more online in the next 10 years.

Regardless of what happens to the pandemic. The pandemic is interesting because it revealed a

way we’ve already been living. It’s like you might forget you have a toe, but when you stub it, you

realize it. The pandemic is the stub, and the toe is really realizing how much we already live online.

So, it’s a bizarre set of circumstances.

I feel when Jack he talks to Scarlet; he humanizes her in �nding out how you know who she
is. A substantial relationship, but also a borderline obsession. There’s a part in the �lm
where a woman named Emma invites Jack to an art gallery. She tries to connect with him,
but he just can’t let go of Scarlet.

Yeah, I think that’s precisely what I really had in mind. It might be like a 19th-century theatrical

trope in The Comedy of Errors. I’ve always liked those kinds of plots where there’s always a bunch

of characters, and they all are obsessed with the wrong person. Emma’s obsessed with Jack, but

unfortunately, he’s obsessed with Scarlet. You can almost play that game where things loop

around. I �nd real-life relationships where sometimes the tragedy is just that someone loves

another person more than that person. I thought it was more realistic for me to say that, well, Jack

is obsessed with Scarlet. It isn’t as if no one, in reality, is interested in him.

I didn’t want him to kind of be like an incel-type character who isn’t able to have any friendships in

actual life. I wanted to show that he’s a pretty good-looking guy. He’s kind of he’s lost, but he has

his own sort of charms. There’s an interesting young girl in him in real life, but for whatever

reason, that’s not what he wants. That felt like a bigger statement to me than a sentiment of a guy

who just can’t meet anybody in real life, so he has to meet somebody online.

I think you’re absolutely right. Many of the relationships in our minds are far more real than the

ones we need day-to-day. Anytime I’m hanging out with people now, they’ve been on their

phones. They maybe they’re physically with me there. However, their mind is really with whom

they really want to be within that moment. There’s something not so nice about that.

I really like the intimacy in how this movie is framed. There’s a lot of close-ups. As far as the
sexuality of the �lm, things are not glossed up. This takes place in apartments in New York.
There’s also a found footage style that follows Jack in moments of panic. How did you want
to approach PVT CHAT in this realistic format?

Yeah, I mean, part of it is out of just necessity, making a low-budget movie. You take what you can

get, but also part of the sensibility. I like movies that are �ction, but feel like documentaries. It

certainly is a documentary of my life, in a way. Not necessarily what happened in the plot, just the

world. Jack’s apartment is just my apartment. So, I’ll always have this movie as a sort of reminder

of what living there was like.

The subway that he goes to is the subway right next to my house. The gallery show is still with

many of my friends and peers. I’m a musician, a lot of bandmates and things like that. So it

captures my world as the New York that I know. I think even if I wanted to make some kind of

glossy Hollywood thing, I wouldn’t be able to do it. So, it’s kind of making an aesthetic out of what

you got.

Normally, society thinks of sex work in a negative connotation. You add layers to Scarlett’s
character. She’s an artist. She’s also in a relationship where her boyfriend almost uses her
for her work. However, Scarlett gains her own sense of pleasure as well outside what she
does. How important was that for you to destigmatize thoughts about who sex workers
are?

There are indeed a lot of sad stories where people are forced to do it. They may need the money

and to raise a family or something like that. I didn’t want to make a movie like that. We’ve seen

that in cinema before. I would call like a middle-class freelance sex worker. They choose to do it,

primarily because they enjoy it. It’s something they’re good at. It’s people that have a skill. They’re

more comfortable with their sexuality, at least, than most people are. With that, they recognize

they have that talent. Almost like an excellent actor who has a talent and performs. They choose

to make a living that way, and that may not be a permanent thing.

I wanted to show a very sex-positive story of a sex worker. I mean, it is more con�icted than that.

Scarlett is not necessarily 100% happy with what she’s doing. She’s also enjoying it and is

important for me to show that. This is a book that I read, called ‘Sex Radicalism.’ It has this theory

that if a movie to be feminist in a radical way, it has to show a woman receiving pleasure for the

sake of just pleasure itself. It can’t be for the plot. Not only that, but it can’t be subtle. A plot point

like “I’m sleeping with this guy for information because he’s a spy.” Or “I’m sleeping with this guy to

signify that I’m now in a level partnership that’s going to lead us into the third act.” Then we’re

going to go on this journey together.

I wanted to have a scene where I show her getting pleasure just for the sake of pleasure itself. You

know, so many movies that have sex in them aren’t about sex at all. I wanted to do that, in some

ways, about the psychology of sex and masturbation. To show how I think it actually works for a

big part of the population.

I think there’s a very cool parallel in the �lm about appearances. Especially in the lines of
work Jack and Scarlett partake in and maybe Jack’s delusions of grandeur. While trying to
do something noble for a friend, his obsession becomes his downfall. Do you feel as though
there is something to how we reveal ourselves online versus actual life?

Yes, well, I think it’s more complicated that I don’t know if there is anybody under the surface. The

more I think about identity, I think it’s always shape-shifting. We have this idea that “oh, I may put

on a mask when I’m with these people.” When I’m with family members, I’ll act this way. That act

changes when I’m with my friends, other �lmmakers, my girlfriend, etc. Somewhere underneath it

all, there’s a true authentic self-governance idea. I don’t know if it actually works that way more. In

each situation, you become a di�erent person. There’s something kind of liberating about them.

Also, something a little troubling about that because human beings are inherently chameleon-like.

The ways we adapt psychologically to whatever situation we’re in. So on the internet, we can really

do that.

When Jack’s lying about starting an app, he’s de�nitely not doing that. He’s aspirational. He’s

becoming a better person. That’s one thing in the movie where Jack thinks spending time with

Scarlett has made him realize the better man in himself. I mean, that’s like the main trope of

romance movies. That’s why I like romance movies because there’s almost a self-help quality of

them. When you �nd a suitable partner, they help you actualize your better self. I don’t know if it’s

revealing something that was hidden prior.

There’s something about the internet allowing you to put on a mask. That’s the mask you would

prefer to wear. I love movies where characters act one way in one situation and another way, in

another situation, It’s di�cult to do in drama because you need a character to have behavioral

consistencies. I like it when characters make that switch because it may reveal how people actually

are.

In the end, they �nally get together, but they can only become intimate with that invisible
barrier. It’s a happy ending in the sense that they �nd what works for them. Not just by
some regular physical standard. 

There’s a certain person who agrees that the ending is sort of cynical. Then, there’s another

person who might see it as a celebration of kink, This is how Jack can get o�. They learn, they do it,

and they both have fun doing it, you know? I’ve had many situations in my life where when I was

younger would be infatuated with someone talking over AOL. Then, when I meet them, I was like,

“whoa!” Whatever dream I had built up in my mind is no di�erent from hundreds of years ago

when people were writing letters to each other.

Dark Star Pictures will release the psycho-sexual thriller PVT CHAT in theaters on February 5, 2021,

followed by a VOD and Digital HD release on February 9, 2021.

Photo Credit: Dark Star Pictures
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